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Updated convenience for refrigerator doors  

K05 multiple pivot hinge now with integrated Silent System 

 

Is the refrigerator still an electrical appliance or now a piece 

of furniture? We at Hettich say: a refrigerator is both. 

Because the trend towards open plan living is unbroken. The 

refrigerator no longer necessarily stands in the kitchen but 

more and more as an eye catcher and individual item in the 

middle of the room. With the openness between kitchen and 

living space, more convenience and a greater feel of luxury is 

also being demanded from refrigerators: with doors that open 

and close with effortless ease and almost in silence. 

 

Hettich has brought updated convenience to its classic K05 fitting 

for XXL refrigerators, completely integrating its high quality soft 

closing Silent System into the hinge. K05 with Silent System now 

also guarantees quieter door action and the noticeably higher level 

of convenience for particularly large built in refrigerators and 

freezers as well as wine coolers in the premium segment. 

Providing a luxurious feel, K05 S/L quietly closes doors weighing 

up to 92 kg, K05 X can easily support doors weighing up to 110 kg 

and closes them in a controlled and particularly soft manner. 

Needless to say, the new K05 hinge with Silent System comes 

with all of the familiar K05 benefits: the wide opening angle of 115° 

which not only prevents any collision with adjacent units but is also 

incredibly practical. As a result, crisper drawers, for example, can 

be pulled open all the way. Or the optional 90° opening angle stop 

for refrigerators positioned next to the wall, as well as perfect 

accommodation of American installation situations, such as face 

frame. 
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Taking up a minimal installation space, the zero maintenance   

K05 with Silent System provides maximum practical convenience 

in conjunction with high door loads. The high quality soft closing 

function consists of two fully Silent System elements to guarantee 

even, soft closing performance. Depending on door size, the K05 

hinges with and without Silent System can be adapted to suit any 

appliance configuration and combined with each other. 

 

The following picture material is available for downloading from 

www.hettich.com, menu: Press: 

 

 

P82a 
Fully integrated soft closing convenience: requiring minimal installation 
space, K05 with Silent System provides maximum closing convenience 
for refrigerator doors in XXL format. 
Photo: Hettich 

 

About Hettich 

Hettich was founded in 1888 and is today one of the world's largest and most 
successful manufacturers of furniture fittings. Over 6,600 members of staff in 
almost 80 countries work together towards the objective: developing intelligent 
technology for furniture. With it, Hettich fascinates people across the globe and 
is a valuable partner to the furniture industry, retailers and the trades. The 
Hettich brand stands for consistent values: for quality and innovation. For 
reliability and closeness to customers. Despite its size and international 
significance, Hettich has remained a family owned business. Being independent 
of investors means that the company has a free hand in shaping its future with 
a focus on the human element and sustainability. 
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